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Tandems Feature

“But you’ll look sweet,
Upon the seat,
Of a bicycle made for two!”

S
O run the words of the famous song
– but it really is double the fun on
a tandem.The tandem is making a
comeback on Scotland’s roads and
cyclepaths – providing an avenue for
true ‘togetherness’ on a bike.

Historically, tandems were a common sight
– providing an ideal way for couples to cycle
together - but in recent years they did a bit of a
disappearing act. Now, bike shops will tell you that
there is growing demand for tandems as people
rediscover the joy of travelling on a bicycle made
for two.

The excitement of the para-sport tandem racing
at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games,
where Scotland landed several medals thanks to
the efforts of Aileen McGlynn and Neil Fachie, has
helped rekindle this interest. And it seems more
and more cyclists are keen to get the buzz and the
real exhilaration that comes from whizzing along
in unison on the one bike frame that can’t really
be replicated on standalone bikes.

I got into tandeming by accident a couple of
years ago when my partner Diane and I decided
on a whim to hire a tandem to cycle along Loch
Katrine on a day out for a picnic. This was our
first time on a tandem, and we just thought it
would be a bit of a laugh, but returned absolutely
hooked on it despite the constant heavy rain, and
falling off into an unglamorous muddy heap on at
least two occasions!

As two crazy 50-somethings who had recently
started a new life together, we were looking for

a new joint ‘something different’ hobby – and we
certainly found it with tandeming.After a few
more trips on hired tandems, we decided to take
the plunge and buy our own tandem. But we didn’t
go for the easy option of buying one of the many
new lightweight hybrid tandems available.We
bought a classic Jack Taylor British-built touring
tandem, which is as old as ourselves.

We named her Matilda as she is a real old lady
of a bike, and set about lovingly restoring her to
her former glory as she had been languishing in
a garage without turning a wheel for a good few
years. Rekitted out with new handlebars, and
the necessity of new gel saddles to replace the
ageing original thin, hard leather ones, as well as
spacious new panniers to carry the overnight gear,
she was ready to take to the road for some touring.

Next was the not insignificant matter of us
gelling as a team – trying to get synchronised with
each other’s foibles, while at the same time trying
to get fit in order to actually get anywhere. For
those who are not familiar with tandeming terms,
I took up the role as Chief Pilot, the one who does
the steering on the front, and controls the gears.
Diane, my partner, became Chief Stoker – the one
whose job is to stoke the power to the pedals.

One of the joys of riding a tandem is that
it certainly gets you noticed, and it therefore
becomes a really sociable form of cycling. Everyone
stops to chat and pay attention to the tandem, and
many a couple in their 70s have recounted their
own tandem tales from their youth while we sat
outside a café for a break.

You do however have to become almost immune
to the standard quip as you cycle past someone
and they shout “She’s not pedalling!” It’s amazing
how it ceases to be a witty aside when you have

heard it for the twentieth time that day.And for
the record, yes you both have to pedal at the same
time – all the time – or else the tandem shudders
to a halt!

Mind you, the decision to kit ourselves out with
matching electric pink cycling shirts – complete
with the words “two old farts on a tandem” does
open ourselves up for a bit of ribbing. But that is
all part of the appeal. It really is a great way to
see the Scottish countryside – even though you do
have to have total faith in each other.And there
is certainly no room for any fall-outs, as you can’t
exactly stomp off in the opposite direction in the
huff.

We now regularly go away for weekend trips.
Highlights have included a fascinating tour of
Loch Lomond involving criss-crossing the loch
by water taxi and staying at the wonderful
Inversnaid Bunkhouse; a trip along the Crinan
Canal; and doing repeated 10-mile circuits of the
wonderfully flat island of Cumbrae, off Largs.

Having got the hang of this tandeming lark,
during a bout of madness (or an alcohol-induced
moment of bravado!) we decided to take our
interest up a gear and book a tandem cycling
holiday both to indulge our new hobby and
combine it with our pre-existing enjoyment of nice
wines.And so in September we found ourselves
touring the vineyards and villages of Burgundy,
covering some 180 miles of beautiful French cycle
paths over six fairly arduous days.

It was an amazing if exhausting experience,
which we wouldn’t have missed for the world.
Travelling on the relatively fragile mode of
transport that a tandem is, certainly exposed us
not only to the warm sunshine for hours on end,
but brought us into close interaction with the
local villagers and the opportunity to sample and
indulge in some of the finest wines in the world.
Back in Scotland, the ambition for early next
year is do an island hopping tandem tour of the
Hebrides – from Barra to Lewis.

We enjoy gentle touring cycling at weekends
– around 30 miles a day at a sedate 10mph with
nice long stops for picnics. This gives a real sense
of achievement and togetherness even if the cry
from the back can be: “can we move down a gear,
this is supposed to be fun!”

We can do ‘mildly undulating terrain’ but we
don’t do hills. So if you see a bedraggled couple
taking their tandem for a walk, pushing up a steep
hill, then it is probably Matilda and us. Give us a
wave as you pass - just don’t say anything about
not pedalling!

And the next time you see a tandem for hire –
give it a go.You will probably find that it’s always
better cycling when you are together!

Colin has set up a blog outlining their tandem
adventures called Matilda’s Musings. Check it out
at www.matildasmusingsdotcom.wordpress.com
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